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Gail J. Richard, PhD, CCC-SLP, is a professor emeritus in the Department of Communication Disorders & Sciences at Eastern Illinois University in Charleston, Illinois, where she was on the faculty for 34 years, including 14 as Department Chair. She established an autism center at the university, which includes a program for college students with autism spectrum disorder – Students with Autism Transitional Education Program (STEP). Richard’s area of expertise is childhood developmental language disorders, such as autistic spectrum disorder, language processing, language-learning disabilities, and selective mutism. She presents workshops around the country, sharing her practical knowledge with audiences, and has numerous clinical publications in her areas of specialization. Her professional honors and awards include ASHA Fellow, Honors and Fellow of the Illinois Speech-Language-Hearing Association, recipient of the Illinois Clinical Achievement Award, and multiple teaching and service awards. She recently completed a term on the ASHA Board of Directors, serving as president in 2017.
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